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The Four Most Significant Cases

Abstract
How society and the legal system should respond to youth crime is a volatile
v Kent

v. United States (766) – a case involving the waiver of

issue. Much research exists on this topic broadly. A largely overlooked subset
juvenile court jurisdiction to pass the outstanding case to the
exists regarding the rights of juveniles in the United States who face pretrial
adult court for adjudication2
confinement, specifically how juveniles accused of delinquency are treated by
the courts. Delinquency or a delinquent act, in the context of this study, is “an act

v In

Timeline of juvenile justice in relation to Civil Rights movement

of juveniles in the process of adjudication of delinquency1

that would be considered a crime if committed by an adult.”7. Adults and children
are processed by the courts differently, each with their own rights and court

v McKeiver

juvenile hearings.3

specific focus on the U.S. Supreme Court case Schall v. Martin (783) and how
this case affects juveniles in the court system today.

v. Pennsylvania (740), a case that addressed whether

Summary of Literature Review

juveniles had a right to a jury trial in the adjudicative stage of

mandated procedures to follow. This report analyzes juvenile detention with

4.

re Gault (764) – a case that challenged the procedural rights

v Schall

Based on the findings of this report the system of American juvenile

v. Martin (783) − a case that challenged the rights of the

State to hold juveniles in pretrial confinement4

justice is at a crossroads. What started as a bold social experiment in
Chicago has, as is the case in most political issues, followed an ebb-andflow as pressures from the public have demanded. The effect of the case
of Gault was almost immediate; within a few short years, the public was
screaming for harsher punishments and better control of juvenile

Primary and Secondary Sources

offenders. By the 740s, the trend of “friendly” juvenile court rulings had

The primary sources for this research include documentation taken from

turned.6 In 740, the U.S. Supreme Court denied juveniles had a

various court cases, including legal briefs, pleadings, and court decisions from

constitutional right to trial by jury.3 In 783, the court denied that juveniles

multiple levels of the justice system up to and including the United States
should be treated the same as adults during the adjudication stage of
Supreme Court. Secondary sources included a number of books published by

delinquency hearings regarding pretrial detention.4

subject matter experts in juvenile justice. Together, these sources both help to
frame the issue and to provide support for additional research after the McNair
Today, the system of juvenile justice is at a turning point. Does the
Summer Research concludes.

system continue “as-is,” with all parties knowing there are flaws, or do
policy makers need to step in and examine new visions and concepts to
amend the system? It is clear to this researcher that this subject requires
further exploration.

Introduction and Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine “due process” within the juvenile
justice system, with a focus on juvenile pretrial detention. The United States
Adjudication Process Flow Diagram, depicting the different paths a

Constitution, the Bill of Rights, Amendments to the Constitution, and various

Primary Questions

juvenile offender can take working through the juvenile court process.

legislative actions over the last two hundred years, all ensure that adults in

Responding to juvenile crime is a challenge for society, and is a subject that

America, when charged with a crime, regardless of citizenship status, are

today continues to spark passionate debate. Juvenile crime is riddled with
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vAre juveniles competent to understand the consequences of their
actions? If so, at what age?
vIf a juvenile breaks the law, should he/she be detained?
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vIf so, where should he/she be held?
vIs there a “[distinction] between placing youth in “detention” and in
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“shelter care””?5
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Most importantly, do juveniles have the same civil rights as granted to adults,
especially regarding the subject of pretrial confinement?

